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National Leader to Address Los Angeles
Organizing Association – Announces Local Book Signings

The growing professional organizing industry in Los Angeles continues to be inspired by Barry
Izsak, President of the National Association of Professional Organizers (NAPO), “The Organizing
Authority.”
Izsak will address the NAPO-LA chapter membership on Monday, February 27. If you are one of
the over 400 professional organizers in Southern California or are interested in starting your own
consulting business, you will benefit from his presentation, “What’s Happening at NAPO and the
Secrets of Success.” “Izsak will share NAPO’s Strategic Plan on the eve of the organization’s
March National Conference, to be held in Boston,” states Chris McKenry NAPO-LA Chapter
President. “Barry will also share two decades of entrepreneurial expertise and inspire members
and guests to take our businesses to the next level.”
The event will be held at the Olympic Collection, 11301 Olympic Boulevard, West Los Angeles,
beginning at 6:15 p.m.
Izsak is the owner of Arranging It All, a successful professional organizing firm located in Austin,
Texas, and and is the author of Organizing Your Garage…In No Time, released by Que
Publishing in 2005. Izsak is an industry leader, in high demand both as a speaker and trainer for
organizations and major corporations nationwide, as well as serving as an authoritative voice in
home and office organizational trends and news. While in Los Angeles, Izsak will be signing his
popular book on Saturday, February 25, from 2 pm – 5 pm at Barnes & Noble, Glendale Fashion
Center, 245 N. Glendale Avenue, Glendale. If you are in the South Bay, Izsak can be found on
Sunday, February 26, 3 pm – 5 pm, at Barnes & Noble, Del Amo Fashion Center, 21400
Hawthorne Boulevard, Torrance.
NAPO-LA is dedicated to bringing Southern California Area Professional Organizers together
through networking, education, professional growth, industry updates, support, and public
awareness. In 1985, the National Association of Professional Organizers began in Los Angeles,
with a dozen individuals realizing a new profession was in its infancy. Today, NAPO National
membership includes over 3,500 members, including organizing consultants, speakers, trainers,
authors, and manufacturers of organizing products. The Los Angeles Chapter has over 100
members dedicated to enhancing the lives of clients by designing systems and processes using
organizing principles and through transferring organizing skills.
To participate in Izsak’s presentation on February 27, or to find a professional organizer to
overcome your organizing challenges, visit www.napola.org.
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